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SUMMARY
In this paper, probabilistic observers are considered for a class of continuous biological processes
described by mass-balance-based models. It is assumed that the probability density functions (PDFs)
of the uncertain parameters and inputs of the model, as well as the PDFs of the missing initial
conditions are known. Then, the PDFs of the unmeasured state variables are obtained, at any
time, by considering the image of these initial PDFs by the flow of the dynamic model (differential
system). In comparison to classical open-loop asymptotic and interval observers, the method provides
information on the confidence level of the estimates rather than simple upper and lower bounds.
Moreover, unlike Kalman filters, probabilistic observers are not restricted to Gaussian distributions
for the uncertain parameters. The design and application of a probabilistic observer to an industrial
wastewater treatment plant is presented. Finally, a number of practical considerations is discussed in
connection to both implementation and utilization issues. Copyright c© 2005 John Wiley & Sons,
Ltd.
key words: observers; unknown inputs; uncertain parameters; bioprocesses; wastewater treatment;
anaerobic digestion
1. INTRODUCTION
One of the main difficulties in the monitoring and control of biological reactors lies in the
absence, in most applications, of cheap and reliable sensors capable of providing direct, on-
line measurements of the biological state variables. The design of state observers, also called
software sensors, for the online monitoring of the state variables which are not measurable
in real time has thus received much attention in the literature, and has given rise to many
practical applications [1, 2].
∗Correspondence to: INRIA Comore, 2004 Route des Lucioles, B.P. 93, 06902 Sophia-Antipolis, France.
†Presently at: Swiss Federal Institue of Technology (EPFL), Laboratoire d’Automatique, Station 9, CH-1015
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Biological processes typically exhibit large uncertainties, which make it difficult to apply
classical observation techniques. This is the case in particular for the class of high gain
observers [3, 4] that generally lack of robustness when dealing with noisy and/or low frequency
measurements, as well as parameter uncertainties. More reliable estimates can be obtained by
combining the aforementioned high gain observers with Kalman filtering techniques [5, 6],
thus yielding extended Kalman filters. Such observers have demonstrated improved ability to
cope with measurement noise, and successful applications have even been reported for the
estimation of biological systems [7]. However, the large uncertainties resulting from model
mismatch as well as the inherent variability of biological processes are not really handled by
these approaches that are sensitive to the picking phenomenon [8]. This may also explain why
practical applications of high gain observers to full-scale biological processes are scarce.
For biological processes, another approach has been popularized by Bastin and Dochain [1].
It relies on the underlying structure of many bioprocess models that consist of two parts: (i) a
linear part based on mass-balance considerations; and (ii) a nonlinear term which describes the
biological reaction rates (kinetics). It should be noted that this latter term refers to the core of
the biological activity and is often very sensitive to medium growth conditions; moreover, the
associated kinetic parameters are not known accurately in practice. These considerations have
motivated the approach proposed by [1] that takes advantage of a linear change of variable
to eliminate the uncertain kinetic terms from the observer design; the resulting observers
were termed asymptotic observers, and have been widely used in practice [9, 2]. Note that
the idea of performing the estimation without knowing the reaction rates has its roots in the
notion of reaction invariants [10, 11, 12] and constitutes an extension of mass-conservation
principles. Since they are mainly based on mass-conservation principles (assuming known and
constant biological stoichiometry), asymptotic observers are most efficient when the influent
composition is well known. In the counterpart however, the corresponding state predictions
may converge very slowly; moreover, the estimates may be corrupted in the presence of large
measurement noise. In response to this, some authors have proposed a way of combining the
convergence and filtering advantages of the high gain approach together with the robustness
of the asymptotic observers. For such observers, the state estimates first reach a neighborhood
of the unmeasured states very rapidly, from which neighborhood the estimates then converge
more slowly, but also more accurately, towards the true values of the state variables [13, 14].
More recently, interval observers have been proposed as a rigorous way of dealing with
uncertain processes [15, 16]. The idea is to estimate bounds enclosing the state variables,
provided that conservative bounds are known for the uncertainties (influent composition, model
parameters, etc.). The derivation of interval observers requires that the observation principle
be weakened in the sense that the observation error is no longer expected to converge to zero
asymptotically. Several successful applications have been reported in the field of biological
systems (e.g., [17]). But although interval observers are more robust than the aforementioned
asymptotic observers, still limited information is obtained with respect to the unmeasured
state variables, since “only” an upper bound and a lower bound are derived and these bounds
may be weak.
In many situations however, more information than simple upper and lower bounds is known
for the uncertainties. In particular, an estimate of their probability density functions (PDFs) is
often available, e.g., when the uncertain parameters have been obtained from the application
of a parameter identification procedure. In this work, we propose to exploit this additional
information, in conjunction to the two-part structure of mass-balance base bioprocess models,
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for estimating the PDFs of the unmeasured state variables. Our approach is based on the same
reaction invariants [12] as those used by [1] to formulate the asymptotic observers. We first
estimate the PDFs of a set of auxiliary variables, and then deduce the PDFs of the unmeasured
part of the state by combining these former PDFs with those of the measured state variables.
Loosely speaking, these observers can therefore be seen as a hybrid combination between a
(linear) Kalman filter and an asymptotic observer. Moreover, because they provide an estimate
of the PDFs of the state variables, the term probabilistic observer has been coined for these
observers.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follow. Some results on mass-balance bioprocess
modeling and asymptotic observers are first recalled in section 2. Probabilistic observers
are then described in section 3 for a class of continuous bioprocesses, and their numerical
implementation is closely considered. The method is illustrated in section 4 with the application
of probabilistic observer to the estimation of the substrate concentration in an industrial
wastewater treatment plant. Finally, a number of practical considerations regarding the use of
probabilitic observers are discussed in section 5.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Continuous bioprocesses that are operated in stirred tank bioreactors are often described by
means of general mass-balance-based models of the following form [1]:
ξ˙ = Kr (ξ) +D
(
ξin − ξ
)
− q (ξ) (1)
where ξ ∈ Rnξ (resp. ξin) denotes the concentration vector in the liquid phase (resp. in the
influent), K ∈ Rnξ×nr the yield coefficient matrix, r ∈ Rnr the reaction rate vector, q ∈ Rnξ
the gaseous exchange vector, and D ∈ R the dilution rate.
Throughout the paper, we assume that (nξ − nb) components of the state variables are
measured on-line and we denote by ξa ∈ R
nξ−nb and ξb ∈ R
nb the measured and unmeasured
state variables, respectively. We also assumed that the gaseous flow rates q are measured
on-line. It follows that Eq. (1) can be rephrased as:
ξ˙a = Kar (ξ) +D
(
ξina − ξa
)
− qa (ξ)
ξ˙b = Kbr (ξ) +D
(
ξinb − ξb
)
− qb (ξ)
where (Ka,Kb),
(
ξina , ξ
in
b
)
and (qa,qb) are the induced partition of K, ξ
in and q, respectively.
We now state the main Assumption.
Assumption 1. Matrix Ka ∈ R(nξ−nb)×nr is a full rank column matrix (i.e. with nξ − nb ≥
nr).
If Assumption 1 holds, the following nb-dimensional auxiliary system can be derived from a
linear change of variables:
z˙ = −D
(
z− zin
)
− Pqa − qb (2)
ξb = z− Pξa (3)
where: P := −KbK
†
a
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4 B. CHACHUAT AND O. BERNARD
and K†a is a left inverse of Ka (such an inverse is guaranteed to exist from Assumption 1). It
should be noted that the measured state variables ξa play the role of inputs in the auxiliary
system (2,3). Note also that the auxiliary system is a consequence of both stoichiometric and
mass-conservation arguments, and that it corresponds to the reaction invariants [12].
An asymptotic observer for the unmeasured variables is obtained by simply making a copy
of Eqs. (2,3), provided that a condition of persistence of excitation holds for the input variable
D [1]. Such asymptotic observers have however several known defects due to their open-loop
nature. In particular, their derivation relies on the implicit assumption that the mass-balance
part of the model is known perfectly and that neither the measurements, nor the values of
the feeding inputs, nor the estimates of the yield coefficients (matrix K) are biased. Otherwise
the predictions of the mass-balance-based observer would be corrupted and may provide very
loose estimates of the true concentration values ξb.
For large uncertainties in particular, it is no longer possible to build exact observers
guaranteeing that the observation errors converges to zero. Therefore, the observation principle
must be revisited and the results must be weakened. In the next section, we propose new
probabilistic observers that estimate the PDF of the unknown state variables ξb.
3. PROBABILISTIC OBSERVERS
As mentioned earlier in the paper, biological processes generally exhibit very large uncertainties
in both the influent composition and the model parameters. This is particularly tricky for
wastewater treatment processes where sensors that are capable of measuring the organic
pollutant concentrations accurately and in real-time are still lacking. But although the influent
composition is generally not known precisely, still some information is available for it in
most practical applications. For the model parameters on the other hand, estimates are
often obtained on application of a parameter identification procedure. PDFs (or at least
good estimates of them) can therefore be known for either kinds of uncertainties. However,
such PDFs can be of any type (especially for the influent concentrations), i.e., they are not
necessarily normally distributed.
3.1. Mathematical Background
We consider continuous bioprocesses described by mass-balance-based bioprocess models of
the form (1). For such models, major sources of uncertainties arise from:
• the unmeasured state variables at initial time ξb0;
• the unmeasured influent concentrations ξin;
• the unknown model parameters k (e.g., the coefficients of the yield matrix K);
• the noise ǫ in the measurements of the state variables ξa and of the gaseous flow rates
qa, qb.
In the sequel, we make a distinction between the uncertainties originating from the initial
conditions, and those corresponding to either influent concentrations, model parameters
and measurement noises. These latter uncertainties are gathered within a unique vector
p =
(
ξin,k, ǫ
)
.
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In order to calculate the PDF of the unmeasured state variables ξb, we consider the auxiliary
linear dynamical system (2,3) defined in section 2. It is worth reminding that this system
requires that Assumption 1 holds and results from a linear change of variables that utilizes
the available state measurements ξa in order to eliminate the uncertain kinetic rates r (ξ).
Here, we rewrite the auxiliary system (2,3) in a somewhat more general form, thus yielding
the following linear differential system:

z˙ (t) = A (p, t) z (t) + b (p, t)
ξb (t) = z (t) + c (p, t)
z (0) = ξb0 − c (p, 0)
(S)
where p ∈ P ⊂ Rnp denotes the vector of the uncertain parameters; ξb0 ∈ X0 ⊂ R
nb are the
unknown initial conditions; and the coefficients of A ∈ Rnb×nb , b ∈ Rnb and c ∈ Rnb are C1
functions of the parameters p.
Assumption 2. The uncertain parameters p in system (S) are constant with known PDFs
(stationary disturbances). In addition, we suppose that the PDFs of p and of the initial
conditions ξ0 are independent.
It should be noted that Assumption 2, although not fundamentally necessary, considerably
simplifies the synthesis of a probabilistic observer for (S). In the more general case where p is
piecewise constant however, all subsequent developments extend in a straightforward manner.
Notations 1. We use the following notations for the random variables: X0 = (ξb0,p),
Z0 = (z0,p), Xt = (ξb (t) ,p) and Zt = (z (t) ,p). In addition, we denote by fX0 , fZ0 , fXt
and fZt their respective PDFs. Likewise, the PDFs of the unknown state variable ξb at time t
is denoted by fξbt.
From classical linear systems theory, the solution ξb of (S) is given by:
ξb(t) = ψ˜t ◦ ϕ˜t ◦ ψ˜
−1
0 (ξb0)
where ψ˜t and ϕ˜t are the linear diffeomorphisms defined as:
ψ˜t : R
nb −→ Rnb
z 7−→ z+ c (p, t) ,
and
ϕ˜t : R
nb −→ Rnb
z 7−→ Φ (p, 0, t) z+
∫ t
0
Φ (p, τ, t)b (p, τ) dτ.
Here, Φ (p, ·, ·) ∈ Rnb×nb denotes the transition matrix of (S), i.e., the solution of the matrix
differential equation:
d
dt
Φ (p, τ, t) = A (p, t)Φ (p, τ, t)
Φ (p, τ, τ) = Inb×nb .
For the calculation of the PDF of the unmeasured state variables ξb (t), the idea is to take
advantage of the aforementioned analytical relationship between the initial condition ξb0, the
parameters p and the available measurements (contained in both terms b (p, t) and c (p, t)).
This is formalized in the algorithm described in Proposition 1 below.
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6 B. CHACHUAT AND O. BERNARD
Proposition 1. Under Assumption 2 and given the PDFs of the initial conditions, parameters
and measurements, an estimate of PDF fξbt of the unmeasured state variables at a given time
t > 0 can be computed from the following three-step algorithm:
1. Estimate the PDF fZ0 of the random variable Z0 at initial time, from the joint PDF X0 of both
the unmeasured state variables ξb0 and the parameters p.
2. Compute the image fZt, at time t, of the PDF fZ0 by the flow of the differential equation
z˙ = Az+ b in the auxiliary system (S).
3. Estimate the PDF fXt of the random variable Xt, at time t, from the PDF of Zt.
Steps 1 and 3 rely on the diffeomorphisms ψ−10 and ψt, respectively, with ψt being defined as:
ψt : Vt −→ Ut
Zt 7−→ Xt =
(
ξb (t) = ψ˜t (z (t) ,p) ,p
)
.
On the other hand, step 2 is based on the diffeomorphism ϕt defined as:
ϕt : V0 −→ Vt
Z0 7−→ Zt = (z (t) = ϕ˜t (z0,p) ,p) .
Moreover, we have U0 ⊃ X0 × P, V0 = ψ
−1
t (U0), Vt = ϕt (V0) and Ut = ψt (Vt).
Overall, the PDF fξbt corresponding to the image ξb (t) of the random variables ξb0 ∈ X0,
for p ∈ P, is given by:
fξbt (x) =


∫
P
fX0
(
ψ0 ◦ ϕ
−1
t ◦ ψ
−1
t (x,p)
)
exp
(∫ t
0 Tr [A (p, τ)] dτ
) dp if x ∈ ψt ◦ ϕt ◦ ψ−10 (X0,P)
0 otherwise.
(4)
Remark 1. In the particular case of a standard bioprocess, the matrix A is simply defined as:
A (p, t) = −D (t) Inb×nb — see Eq. (2). Accordingly, the following simplification holds:
Tr [A (p, t)] = −nb ×D (t) .
In order to prove Proposition 1, we first recall the following result (see, e.g., Corollary 4.7.4
in [18]), which provides a general framework for calculating the image of a given PDF by a
C1-diffeomorphism.
Theorem 1. Let U be a subset of Rn, and let φ : U → V = φ(U) be a C1 diffeomorphism. If
Z is a random variable with a PDF fZ, then the random variable W = φ (Z) has a PDF fW
given by:
fW (ω) =
{
fZ
(
φ−1 (ω)
)
det
(
Jφ−1 (ω)
)
if ω ∈ V
0 otherwise
where Jφ denotes the Jacobian matrix of φ.
Proof of Proposition 1. It is clear, from the analytical solution of (S), that ϕt and ψt
are C1-diffeomorphisms. Therefore, the overall transformation ψ0 ◦ ϕ
−1
t ◦ ψ
−1
t is itself a C
1-
diffeomorphism (chain rule of differentiation), and Theorem 1 applies. Because,
det Jψ0 = det Jψt = Inb+np
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then,
det J(ψ0◦ϕ−1t ◦ψ
−1
t )
= det Jϕ−1t
.
Moreover,
det Jϕt = det
(
Φ (p, 0, t) ⋆
0np×nb Inp×np
)
= det Φ (p, 0, t)
and from the Jacobi-Liouville formula, we obtain
det Jϕt = exp
(∫ t
0
Tr [A (p, τ)]dτ
)
.
Finally, the PDF of the unmeasured state variables ξb is obtained, at any time t > 0, by
integrating the joint state/parameter PDF with respect to the uncertain parameters p ∈ P,
which completes the proof. 
3.2. Numerical Implementation and Practical Application
The numerical implementation of the previous framework can be decomposed into two
consecutive steps:
1. Compute the image fXt of the joint PDF fX0 by considering the diffeomorphism
ψ0 ◦ ϕ
−1
t ◦ ψ
−1
t in Proposition 1. This can be done, e.g., by defining a grid in the joint
state/parameter space. Note that due to the linearity of the auxiliary system (S) with
respect to z, one only needs to calculate the trajectories of (S) at the vertices of the
variation domain of z; the intermediate values are then easily calculated from linear
interpolation.
2. Integrate the joint state/parameter PDF fXt , at a given time t, with respect to the
parameters p ∈ P in order to obtain an estimate of the PDF fξbt of the unmeasured
state variables ξb (t).
Mention should be made at this point that step 2 is by far the most complex and
computationally demanding step in the numerical procedure. Because the influence of the
initial condition ξ0 vanishes as time increases, the joint PDF tends to become degenerate (it
becomes infinitely thin), hence giving rise to serious numerical issues. Particular attention must
therefore be payed to the integration of the joint PDF on P (see Eq. (4)) in order to guarantee
accurate results. These issues are illustrated in Example 1 below. Different approaches are
then discussed in subsection 3.3, which allow one to address these problems.
Example 1. An illustration of the practical difficulties that are encountered for the numerical
implementation of the probabilistic observers is provided through the following simple
differential system: {
z˙ (t) = −z (t) + p ∀t > 0,
z (0) = z0.
We assume that both PDFs of z0 and p are Gaussian distributions, denoted by N (z0, σz0)
and N (p, σp), respectively. Then, on application of Proposition 1, the joint PDF fZt of the
random variable Zt = (z (t) , p), at a given time t > 0, is given by:
fZt (ω) =
fZ0
(
ϕ−1t (ω)
)
exp(−t)
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8 B. CHACHUAT AND O. BERNARD
for all ω = (y, q) ∈ R2, where
fZ0 (ω) =
1
2πσz0σp
e
− 1
2
»“
y−z0
σz0
”
2
+
“
q−p
σp
”
2
–
ϕ−1t (ω) =
(
ety + (1− et) q
q
)
.
By combining these expressions and letting t go to infinity, it can be easily checked that:
lim
t→+∞
fZt (ω) = +∞ if y = q,
lim
t→+∞
fZt (ω) = 0 otherwise.
This is illustrated in Fig. 1.
3.3. Practical Measures to Avoid Degenerate PDFs
We start this subsection by noting that the case of interest in this work corresponds to matrix
A being Hurwitz, because (S) is intended to be used as an auxiliary system/observer. In this
case, the influence of the uncertain initial conditions ξb0 progressively vanishes with time, thus
eventually resulting in a degenerate PDF (see Example 1 above for an illustration). In fact,
the diffeomorphism ϕ˜t itself becomes degenerate for asymptotically stable differential systems,
in the sense that it is no longer invertible asymptotically, i.e.,
lim
t→+∞
‖Φ (p, 0, t)‖ = 0
with ‖ · ‖ being a matrix norm.
In order to avoid such a situation in practice, we consider a small threshold value η > 0.
Then, for a given η,
∃tη > 0 such that ‖Φ (p, 0, t) ‖ < η ∀t > tη.
For those problems verifying np ≥ nb, we give the following Proposition that defines an
approximate diffeomorphism of ϕt.
Proposition 2. Let ε be a small positive constant, and assume there exists a time tη such
that |ϕt(Z0)− ϕ∞t (p
′)| ≤ ε for any initial PDF Z0 ∈ V0, where ϕ∞t is a diffeomorphism from
P′ (resulting from an appropriate projection of P onto Rnb) to Rnb . Then, the solution ξb (t)
of (S) can be approximated as:
ξb (t) ≈ ψ˜t ◦ ϕ
∞
t (p
′) ∀t > tη.
Remark 2. This proposition is in fact quite general, and the hypotheses are naturally verified
for many practical problems. In the case where they are not satisfied, one may still be able to
find an appropriate reduced diffeomorphism either by considering a subset of the components
of ϕt only, or by viewing ϕt as the projection of another diffeomorphism from a space of higher
dimension.
By construction, the reduced diffeomorphism ϕ∞t is simpler than ϕt for it only depends on a
reduced number of components of the uncertain parameters p, and provides an appropriate
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approximation of ϕt for t > tη. From a more practical point of view, ϕ
∞
t is indeed trivial for
many applications, as it is the case for instance in Example 1 (see below).
At this point, it becomes clear that a similar procedure as the one described in Proposition 1
can be utilized to calculate the PDF fξb , based on the reduced diffeomorphisms ϕ
∞
t and ψ˜t.
Here, the algorithmic procedure is reduced to steps 1 and 2 only, and one finally needs to
integrate the joint PDF of Xt = (ξb (t) ,p
′) on the reduced parameter space P′ in order to
obtain the desired PDF fξbt .
Example 1 (continued). On application of Proposition 2, the following trivial
diffeomorphism is obtained (the same notation as in Example 1 are used):
ϕ∞t (q) = q.
Accordingly, the following approximation is obtained for the PDF of z (t):
fzt (q) = fp
(
ϕ∞t
−1 (q)
)
= fp (q) ∀q ∈ R.
Note that the PDF of z is then equal to the PDF of p.
An alternative approach that may be used to prevent the PDF fξbt from becoming
degenerate consists of adding an artificial term that acts as a diffusion [19]. A simple
way of doing it is to replace the transition matrix Φ (0, t,p) in the expression of ϕ˜t by
[Φ (0, t,p) + η × Inb×nb ], with η ≪ 1. This alternative approach also presents the advantage
for the user to keep the same numerical procedure for all t > 0.
In the coming practical case study, note that we do not have to deal with the aforementioned
numerical issues. This is because the PDF of the state estimates does not become degenerate
within the considered time frame, as the observer is reinitialized on a weekly basis by using
new off-line measurements.
4. INDUSTRIAL CASE STUDY
In this section, we illustrate our approach with the concrete case study of an industrial
anaerobic digestion (AD) wastewater treatment plant. AD consists of several consecutive
biological degradation steps that take place in the absence of oxygen, each step being performed
by different groups of specialized bacteria. Complex organic compounds are decomposed and
bioconverted, on the one hand, into biogas (i.e., a mixture of CO2 and CH4) and, on the other
hand, into microbial biomass and residual organic matter.
The main advantages of AD wastewater treatment plants, as compared to the more classical
aerobic activated sludge plants, are their ability to handle substrates that are otherwise difficult
to degrade at high concentrations, their high efficiency, as well as their low sludge production.
Moreover, the produced methane can be utilized as a valuable energy resource. However, many
industrials are still reluctant to use AD processes, mainly because AD processes have two stable
equilibrium points [20], one of which corresponds to biomass washout and must be avoided for
obvious reasons. Accordingly, AD processes therefore require a strong monitoring procedure
in order to operate safely. Moreover, the observer’s robustness towards modeling uncertainties
(kinetic rates in particular) is of the utmost importance for AD, since still no reliable model
has been proposed to date.
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4.1. Mass-Balance Modeling of the Digester
We use a very simple model that describes the key features of AD [21]. Note that this model
only takes the main degradation processes into account and is therefore a rough summary of
the overall biological reaction network. It accounts for a single substrate (index of the total
organic matter concentration, called Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD)) and a single bacterial
population, denoted by s and x, respectively. By assuming perfect mixing in the digester, the
following 2-dimensional dynamical model is obtained:
x˙ (t) = −αD (t) x (t) + µ (·) x (t) (5)
s˙ (t) = −D (t)
(
s (t)− sin (t)
)
− k1 µ (·) x (t) (6)
where sin (t) stands for the concentration of substrate in the feeding stream; k1 is the yield
coefficient associated to biomass production; and α represents the fraction of bacteria being
present in the liquid phase (the remaining fraction (1− α) is attached onto a support within
the digester). In addition, the methane flow rate qCH4 is defined as follows:
qCH4 (t) = k2 µ (·) x (t) (7)
where k2 stands for the yield coefficient associated to methane production. It should be noted
that the bacterial growth rate, µ (·), is often described as a non-monotonic function of Haldane-
type [21] that is responsible for the process instability.
4.2. Probabilistic Observer for the COD Concentration
The objective in this application is to design an observer capable of estimating the COD
concentration s, based on the methane measurements, and without making any assumption
on the growth rate function µ (·). Also, we want to take advantage of the off-line COD
measurements that are generally performed at a very low sampling frequency, e.g., once a
week. In practice, the observer will therefore run in open-loop mode between two consecutive
COD measurements, and will then be reinitialized after a new COD measurement has become
available (see subsection 3.3).
Based on the model equations (5)-(7), the following auxiliary system can be derived for the
biomass concentration, provided that the methane gaseous flow rate as well as the influent
COD are measured on-line (see section 2):
s˙ (t) = −D (t) s (t) +
[
D (t) sin −
k1
k2
qCH4 (t)
]
. (8)
A set of experimental data obtained from a 2, 000m3 industrial digester located at Agralco
Ltd. in Estella, Spain, is considered subsequently. This digester is fed with wine distillery
vinasses, and measurements are available for the dilution rate D and for the methane outflow
rate qCH4 , both at a high sampling frequency and for more than 140 days.
In order to design a probabilistic observer that estimates the COD concentration based on
Eq. (8), the following uncertainties are taken into account:
i) Parameter γ = k1
k2
. The value of γ was estimated off-line based on mass-balance
considerations along with its standard deviation: γ = 5.30 10−2 ± 0.98%. It is assumed
that the probability density for this parameter is Gaussian.
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ii) Influent concentration sin. The uncertainty on sin is handled by considering a
multiplicative noise ε defined as sin (t) = sin (1 + ε (t)) , ∀t. It was found from
experimental data that sin = 35.9 g.L−1 and that the PDF of ε can be modeled by
a normal distribution N (0, σε) with σε = 0.124.
iii) measured COD concentration smes. The observer is reinitialized on a weekly basis by
using the available off-line COD measurements. The uncertainty associated to the COD
measurements is modeled by a uniform PDF (within the range smes ± 20%).
On the other hand, the measurements of D and qCH4 , which are obtained at a very high
sampling frequency, have been low-pass filtered and, for the sake of simplicity, no error is
taken into account for these measurements.
A probabilistic observer for the COD concentration is derived from Eq. (8) on application
of Proposition 1. In this case, note that ψt = ψ
−1
0 = I and Φ (τ, t) = exp
[
−
∫ t
τ
D (s) ds
]
.
The resulting PDFs of the estimate sˆ are represented in Figure 2 (upper plot) at different
time instants. For the sake of observer validation, experimental COD concentrations that were
measured on a daily basis are also displayed on this figure; it is worth reminding to the reader
that these additional points were not used for designing the probabilistic observer. Note that
the variation range of sˆ (corresponding to the vertical segments) is rather conservative, but
a significant part of the range has zero probability. Also note that most of the experimental
points are enclosed within the non-zero probability part, and that the maximum likelihood
estimate is close to the experimental points.
A quite straightforward utilization of the resulting PDFs of sˆ consists of extracting their
maximum likelihood values (or their average values) as well as their standard deviations. In
practice, it is very likely that only these two informations will be made available to the user.
Both are shown in figure 2 (lower plot). It can be seen from this plot that the estimates
are close to the experimental measurements and that the trajectories corresponding to the
standard deviation of sˆ mainly enclose these measurements. However, the fact that the data
are not in the appropriate range between days 43 to 49.5 warrants some further explanations.
In fact the off-line measurements of the COD concentration turn out to be corrupted due to
chemicals expiration. Interestingly enough, it appears that the probabilistic observer could
therefore be used in such situations for efficiently detecting measurement biases or failures.
The interested reader is also referred to [22] for discussion of different application of the
probabilistic observers in the field of bioprocesses.
5. PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
The proposed probabilistic observers present some peculiarities in comparison to usual
observers. The most important, maybe, lies in the fact that they compute, at any time instant,
the exact PDF of the estimated state variables. Accordingly, there is no required convergence
period regarding the use of these observers.What can be said concerning convergence, however,
is that the estimated state PDF converges to a limit PDF that is independent of the initial
state PDF, provided that matrix A in (S) is Hurwitz; moreover, the corresponding rate of
convergence is dictated by the smallest eigenvalue of matrix A. This “natural” convergence is
closely related to the problem of degenerate PDFs discussed earlier in subsection 3.3. Therefore,
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probabilistic observers could be equally well seen as detectors, since they are fully based on the
(reduced) dynamics of the system. Moreover, these observers are much more efficient when an
accurate estimate of the initial state PDF is provided, since convergence to the aforementioned
limit PDF is then much faster. This was illustrated by the industrial case study presented
previously.
In practice, the information contained in the calculated state PDFs is often too complex to
be displayed for an industrial operator. Instead, the end-user can be given the average value
together with an estimate of the standard deviation value. An interval enclosing those state
values having a cumulated probability equal to a given confidence level (e.g. 95%) can be also
be easily calculated.
On the other hand, the information contained in the state PDF can be fed directly into
a supervision procedure [23], hence allowing the supervision system to account for the level
of uncertainty when making a decision regarding the state of the process. This is of crucial
importance in certain practical applications having multiple equilibrium points, such as the
anaerobic digestion process. The ability to detect, early enough during the operation, potential
state trajectories outside of the attraction basin of the desired operating point could indeed
help prevent the process from dramatic problems.
Finally, since many applications in biotechnology are characterized by a high level of noise,
probabilistic observers may produce very widespread PDFs that are useless from a practical
point of view. However, determining which source of uncertainty must be reduced in order for
the observer to produce a more accurate prediction is quite straightforward. Therefore, the
proposed observers could be used as tools to identify which measurements should be improved
in priority for producing more accurate state estimates. In such situation, specific effort could
then be made on the designated sensors.
6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the design of probabilistic observers has been investigated for a class of
continuous biological processes described by mass-balance-based models. It has been shown
how the PDF of the unmeasured state variables can be obtained from the knowledge of the PDF
of the uncertain parameters, inputs and measurement noises. The practical implementation of
probabilistic observers has also been closely considered. These observers share some common
features with both asymptotic observers and classical Kalman filtering techniques, but also
differ in several points; the main features of probabilistic observers are summarized hereafter.
• in order to combat the inherent uncertainties characterizing biological systems,
probabilistic observers are based on a reduced system obtained by eliminating a number
of functions (e.g., microbial kinetics) based on linear algebra manipulations;
• in line with asymptotic observers [1], probabilistic observers are open-loop by nature, in
the sense that the estimation is not corrected by the difference between the predicted
outputs and the measurements;
• unlike classical Kalman filters finally, probabilistic observers can handle any kind of
PDF, including uniform and normal PDFs as well as compact support based PDFs
characterizing bounded uncertainties.
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The design and application of a probabilistic observer for the estimation of the COD
concentration in an industrial anaerobic wastewater treatment plant has been presented.
This case study demonstrates both the tractability and the good performances of the
proposed observers for a practical problem. Finally, a number of general considerations have
been discussed regarding potential applications of probabilistic observers in connection to
supervision and fault diagnosis of bioprocesses.
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Figure 1. Evolution of the joint state/parameter PDF Left plot: t = 0; Middle plot: t = 0.5; Right plot:
t = 1.5.
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Figure 2. Estimated COD concentration in the digester. Top plot: Probability density functions. Bottom
plot: Maximum likelihood and standard deviation.
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